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poetry
Cathy Allman
Cathy Allman enter ed the wr iting field as a r epor ter after attending the school of Cinema and Television at the University of Southern California. While her career shifted gears from writing to advertising and marketing, she never stopped
writing or attending workshops, eventually earning her master's degree in creative writing from Manhattanville College.
Cathy has reinvested in her writing, and she teaches creativity workshops at high schools, at Norwalk Community College,
and at her Connecticut office.
Cathy's work has appeared or is forthcoming in California Quarterly (CQ), Caveat Lector, Crack the Spine, The Critical Pass
Review, Diverse Voices Quarterly, Edison Literary Review, Elysian Fields, Front Range Review, Off the Coast, The Old Red
Kimono, On Location, Pearl, Penmen Review, Pisgah Review, River Poets Journal, The Potomac Review, Sanskrit, Talking
River and Terminus.
Limb

No one predicted the crash-how could they?
The hollowness hid under intact bark.
The leaves turned green. The acorns fell.
The foliage-red-drifted back to the ground.
I can't count all the rings in the stump that remains.
There is a hole in the centerdecayed space erased the years,
how long the oak stood against this wind.

You walked underneath despite storm warnings,
never expecting the break, the fall.
It's statistically improbable, wrong place,
wrong time, As if scientific probability
is a foolproof answer, as if given the odds,
you'd be safe, as if what I couldn't tell you
when I didn't know
could be shown on a flowchart.
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Thoughts from my Mother’s Couch
My father's ashes live in a genie bottle,
a blue glass urn above my mother's TV
on the top shelf. I watch the light flicker
off its curved base when I flip between
Law and Order and Wheel of Fortune.
I got the game show puzzle wrong. The answer
was RAISE YOUR VOICE. I thought it
was RAISE YOUR HOUSE because
I live in a flood zone,
but the contestant got the cash.
I switched to Jack McCoy.
By the end of the L&O marathon, I'd seen
two guilty verdicts and one not guilty.
And then the late night news reports that this Pontiff
supports the church's stance on birth control.
His Holiness does, however, encourage confessors
to be compassionate. If I were a good Catholic,
I'd stand with the Pope on contraception.
The newscaster tells of a twenty-two-year-old Jersey girl
who set her baby on fire, watched the baby burn.
The rescue worker on the scene said he wished
she'd left that baby at the police station
or fire department, somewhere there would be no penalty.
My mother, my father, and I-three Easters agosmile in the gilded frame across from the screen.
I try to not think about the ashes above in the bottle.
Mom keeps them there until they'll go in her coffin
with her and whatever doesn't burn away.
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Darren C. Demaree
Darren C. Demaree’s poems have appear ed, or ar e scheduled to appear in numer ous magazines/jour nals, including
the South Dakota Review, Meridian, The Louisville Review, Diagram, and The Colorado Review. He is the author of As We
Refer To Our Bodies (2013, 8th House), Temporary Champions (2014, Main Street Rag), The Pony Governor (2015, After
the Pause Press), and Not For Art Nor Prayer (2015, 8th House). He is the managing editor of the Best of the Net Anthology.
He currently writes and lives in Columbus, Ohio with his wife and children.
Emily as What the Last Wind Means
If the academy
of natural hints
has purchased
its last opening
& left you
alone here,
your story
now must be
free from all
untranslatable
shadows.
Emily was
presented
to me as
the opposite
of death. I took
no other
convincing.
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Emily as I’m Going to Stop Calling This Our World
If I say nothing,
all of you will still know
who it is
that I’m talking about.
I am that bird.
My song only changes
if my mouth
is full of radical seed
& I quit seed years ago.
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Emily as She Unfolds
Without nursing
or sorrow or rage
I have found
the woman I know
& love to be thrilling
beyond the construct
of how women
are normally exciting
to the male poet.
Emily says I am hers
& that means I am
fearless now.
That is more
than I promised her.
I should have
promised her better
things. I will
now, without fear
speak the tongue
of the foundation
& move it for her.
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Gary Beck
Gary Beck has spent most of his adult life as a theater dir ector , and as an ar t dealer when he couldn ’t make a living in
theater. He has over 11 published or soon-to-be published chapbooks. His poetry collections include Days of Destruction
(Skive Press), Expectations (Rogue Scholars Press), Dawn in Cities, Assault on Nature, Songs of a Clerk, Civilized Ways and
the forthcoming Perceptions and Displays (Winter Goose Publishing). His novels include Extreme Change (Cogwheel Press)
and Acts of Defiance (Artema Press). His original plays and translations of Moliere, Aristophanes and Sophocles have been
produced Off Broadway. His poetry, fiction and essays have appeared in hundreds of literary magazines. He currently lives in
New York City.
Dear America
We came to you,
some legally,
ship, plane,
believing what you told us,
opportunity.
Some of us
entered illegally,
walked the shallow river
evaded the border patrol
crossed the desert
like pioneers of old,
believed
what you promised.
Then reality set in,
low paying jobs
when we could find work.
Always living in fear
that immigration
will arrest us,
deport us
and our families wouldn’t know
what happened to us.
And the guarantees,
America,
to your people
have been consumed
by the greedy
who refuse to share
the nation’s abundance.
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Ravenous Cities
We have migrated
from the land
to urban concentration.
easily contained.
easily controlled.
And as horizons vanish,
eclipsed by city towers
expectations plummet,
clinical despair
infects the people
victims of construction,
ravaged by glass and steel,
devoured by concrete.
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John Grey
John Grey is an Austr alian bor n poet. His wor k has been r ecently published in Oyez R eview, Rockhurst Review and
Spindrift with work upcoming in New Plains Review, Big Muddy Review, Willow Review and Louisiana Literature.
Ballerina
She's been a dying swan,
a spreading fire,
a tree waving in the wind.
Her long swaying arms
have played neck and flame and branch.
Her twirling, high-stepping legs,
dazzle the stage
with toe-tips.
Her face
is stillness to the core.
That body is a story-teller.
But blank eyes divine
that there are no tales to tell.
The weariness,
the hardship,
the sacrifice all held hostage
by choreography.
And music of course ransom notes
demanding pain.
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Sketch
There was very little love in their marriage.
Maybe here and there some ritualized lovemaking
but that's a whole other story.
It was just a coming together of two people
with some inherent comedy, the odd dramatic possibility.
If it was a film, no one would have watched it.
They tell me it was entered into in good faith.
Just as I figured - good faith was to blame.
At least without love, romantic feelings were never an issue.
They could cook, chop wood, iron and build bookcases without interference.
And they could get intoxicated when necessary and not spill any secrets.
And even have children, love all three of them (that other kind of love)
in lieu of depression.
The best thing was they could talk freely with one another
about hemorrhoids or garbage or leaking taps
and not be disappointed that the subject wasn't roses.
They stayed together for forty years and then he died
which didn't seem so important to her.
Had she truly loved him, she'd have gone fruit-bats.
Instead, she muddled along that limited road to her own destiny.
Her funeral notice said, "Flowers are fine but please, no trumpets."
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Joan McNerney
Joan McNerney’s poetr y has been included in numer ous liter ar y magazines such as Cam el Saloon, CircleShow, Dinner
with the Muse, Blueline, Missing of the Birds, and included in Bright Hills Press, Kind of A Hurricane Press and Poppy Road
Review anthologies. She has been nominated three times for Best of the Net, Poet and Geek recognized her work as their best
poem of 2013. Four of her books have been published by fine small literary presses.
SeaScape at Sunset
My mind is an ocean
where swimmers, surfers,
sun worshippers cavort.
Long salty hair
held between
their teeth.
Flourishing
wild flowered gowns
…streams of silk
waves of taffeta
splashy lace.
They sail through
my watery face
combing my eyes
whispering in my ears.
Alone, under a pointillist sky.
Gulls flying around me.
Black waters touched by
moon of vague prophecy.
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Martin Willitts Jr
Martin Willitts Jr won the 2014 International Dylan Thomas Poetry Award for the centennial. He has 20 chapbooks, and 8
full length collections of poetry including
How to Be Silent (FutureCycle Press), and God Is Not Amused With What You Are Doing In Her Name (Aldrich Press). He
has been published by Seven Circle Press many times including his full-length webbook, Constellations of Memory and Forgiveness.
Movement in Hands
When we die, the last movement
is involuntary. We cannot wave away death.
Death confuses it with come here.
Hands uncurl from fetal positions,
snails leaving shells, moving light.
Try to catch light before it dies.
Intention is to keep moving.
As long as there is motion, we are alive,
holding love like it was air.
Motion is what doctors look for:
A heartbeat; a smoke screen of air;
a tempo; a saxophone cry of help me;
a flinch when tapped on the shoulder —
a sign, any sign: a Morse Code of breath;
a hand grabbing what remains.
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Learning the Hard Way
There are learning moments we are given
to explain to our children
facts we do not understand ourselves.
Like: when the cat brings in a limp blue jay,
plopping it like an offering; or,
when his friend died without any reason;
or, when police fired into peaceful protestors
with rubber bullets and tear gas; or, when
he saw me planting bulbs early fall.
He recognized immediate connections.
Facts scrambled into place, reality shifted.
He had moved from childhood to adult at ten.
How does a parent explain complex, simply?
There were no easy answers, no shortcuts,
no simple reasons, Problems accelerate,
branch out. We try to get to the root of problems.
We need a good shovel. All life intermingles.
Saying, it is God’s plan, does not answer a child.
Answers do not overcome natural curiosity.
They have a “why” for every answer. You dig deeper.
We can spend our whole life trying to answer,
but we never know all the reasons ourselves.
He wanted an answer like the cat wanted to bring birds:
Why can’t my friend come to play anymore?
Why are people cruel to people? Why sadness?
Why do you plant seeds knowing they could fail?
Will I die someday? Why is it necessary?
I had no easy answers; only hard words.
Words with no promises;
concepts impossible to unravel. But I began.
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Leonardo da Vinci Drew Hands
His hands sketched until they remembered
what hands really looked like.
He studied the angle of perspective.
Noticed how it never looked right.
Noticed distance and nearness always distorted.
He wanted them to look real.
Real enough to reach out of paper
and grab you by the eyes, make you notice
how hands could hold sadness,
or juggle life and death.
He drew until the hands were not strange.
They did not appear from out of nowhere,
or out of a body, or out of music,
or out of focus, or out of a pair of roses,
or look like birds flying out of perspective.

Then he let his drawings of hands
hold a pencil, diagraming new reality:
machines that could fly; the axis
inside men; canons.
Leonardo touched these drawn hands.
Out of the paper a hidden lady emerged.
Leonardo rubbed his hands over her
to make sure she was real as the clamshell
she stepped out of naked. Naked as a loss
no one can stand seeing anymore.
She smiled with a half-smile of mystery.
She removed his hands, turning them into air.
Leonardo realized: sometimes, you cannot hold
what does not want to be held.
His hands still held remembrance.
Her skin felt like sunshine and beach sand.
Her veins unstrung into sad notes, raining.
How much loss can anyone hold?
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Naomi Ruth Lowinsky
Naomi Ruth Lowinsky’s poems have been widely published, most recently in The Lindenwood Review, Sanskrit, Spillway, Barely South and New Millennium Writings.
Lowinsky’s fourth poetry collection is The Faust Woman Poems. Her memoir, The Sister from Below: When the Muse Gets
Her Way tells stories about her pushy muse.
Lowinsky is a Jungian analyst in private practice in Berkeley, CA and the poetry and fiction editor of Psychological Perspectives, which is published by the Los Angeles Jung Institute.
Some Questions for the Dream Maker
Why in the dream drama
do you cast me in such
a nasty role? Force me to force
a daughter of Atatürk out
of her family mansion in Istanbul?

She

with the free-flowing hair Me
turned collaborator with my old foe the patriarch
who would claim in my name her Ottoman inheritance
Istanbul? I’ve never even been to Istanbul
And the young woman I’m on her side Or
Is there an Istanbul within me? A city of long ago
glory An old lady city
whose empires have crumbled
whose melancholy clings to aging dwellings
Is there a dark-eyed young woman within me

pushed out of privilege lost to her stars
gazing at the Bosporus through what used to be
her window Where can she go? There’s turmoil
in the streets There’s war next door A tyrant who murders
his own people Refugees flood the borders
This is an old story I think of my own
dark-eyed mother cast out of childhood
sent wandering from world to world
with false papers Who invaded her
many storied home before it was bombed?
Our lady of Istanbul charms me Offers me wine
from her father’s cellar Shows me her grandmother’s library
books I know well on the unearthed goddess “Your goddess,” she says,
“is my goddess” It is dusk We sit among sepia photographs
She wants us to live here together inherit each other’s ghosts
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Doesn’t she know what they do to collaborators?
Dream maker if this is high drama
meant to reveal what I can’t comprehend
Couldn’t you turn up the lights?
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Jared Pearce
Jared Pearce's poems have appear ed or ar e for thcoming in A lbatross, Asymptote, Bird's Thumb, Angle, Belle Reve, Far
Off Places, The Birmingham Arts Journal, and Apeiron.
Aurora
She gets up to shut
Out the birds, both
Bent on an aubade—
The one a squeaking
Hinge set to open the sun,
The glistering nests
Dropping us into the hunt,
The hop, the flight,
The alley cat and cross-wires;
The other a catching on
To that knob of darkness,
Holding fast to our tombs
And wombs where we
Blend and waste and build
And brace bit by bit
Into a ragged dream,
A magpie of memory,
A girl of need—
One can’t be either all
Day. We dance as the Earth
Has taught us: We change
Ourselves in the light,
And retain what rightness
Will remain over night.
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I’ve Been Watching You
When suddenly, as you’re stitching
a duvet, you say, Is there ever any funny
ballets? I’ve never been to a ballet—
The closest was a student film without
color, the story about a couple, the whole
thing shot in a borderless living
room risen from a soundstage;
The actors were dancers, their mute
show all dance: they struggled,
Their determined faces anguished
as they flipped over the wing-chair, whisked
round the sofa and lamps.
There was
Their huffing breath, the feet thudding, a grunt,
there was the thump as the woman pounded
the flat of her hand against the chair’s arm:
In this silence she had to make him
understand:
Look at me, look at where you’ve
driven me. And he: We can’t go any
further than black and white, it’s not enough
to kill the words, to get me
you’ve got to read by Braille.
So I wouldn’t call it funny, really.
I go back to watching you with
the duvet, how you stretch, your fingers
seeing the seams, bridging your vision
across an acre of fabric. I can see
why you’d want some humor, I think,
the sheet like an ocean between us,
a mirror or a screen we want and are
afraid to see, to believe, to touch across.
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Sarah Rehfeldt
Sarah Rehfeldt is a r ecent Pushcar t nominee and author of Somewhere South of Pegasus, a collection of image poems. She has poetry published and/or forthcoming in Border Crossing, Presence Journal and Appalachia Magazine. Sarah
lives with her family in western Washington where she is also an artist and photographer. Her book can be purchased from
her photography web pages at: www.pbase.com/candanceski.
Call
She says her name is Sky.
She says,
on cold, sharp-shivered branches,
you can hear her call
coming up from the woods at night.
The wind takes its sound and shapes it
over the mountain,
protecting it.
Night is whole, she says,
untangled
with the direction of the fog.
(There is a need to wander.)
For things done, for things left undone,
she says,
her version of it, prayerful,
wades through branches –
the swift, the shaded of it
the way very deep black is always taking,
choosing something of the mountain
to cling to,
to fall on fiercely
as water,
as force.
Photo: Moonlight by Sarah Rehfeldt
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J.R. Solanche
J.R. Solonche has been publishing in magazines, jour nals, and anthologies since the ear ly 70s. He is author of Beautiful
Day (Deerbrook Editions, 2015) and coauthor of Peach Girl: Poems for a Chinese Daughter (Grayson Books, 2002). He lives
in the Hudson Valley of New York.

Islands
On the beach are stones of every color in the world.
The breakers that broke them are the ego of the island.
Look at your footprints in the wet sand, one in front of the other.
Each is a wink of lake, a negative island.
You are the stranger in the strangers’ photograph.
You are the one gazing out from her own island.
You hear the wind, the surf, the gulls.
Your eyes are closed on every island.
A lone cormorant dives in the ocean swells.
It says, “What is an island?”
Now it is night and the moon rises.
It is the chrome plated cliché of an island.
You lie awake staring at the moon.
What are continents, after all, except bigger islands?
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Flash Fiction
KJ Hannah Greenberg
KJ Hannah Greenberg gets high on adver bs, mixes mor e metaphor s than a platypus has pockets, plus giggles so much
as to not actually be indomitable. What’s more, she runs with a prickle of sometimes rabid (imaginary) hedgehogs, and attempts to matchmake words like “balderdash” and “xylophone.” Hannah's newest books are The Immediacy of Emotional
Kerfuffles, 2nd ed. (Bards and Sages Publishing, 2015), and Dancing with Hedgehogs, (Fowlpox Press, 2014).
Grit
Theophilus tripped at the cave’s entrance. Rising, he found his hands stuffed with granules. One bunch, Theo threw back.
Bits of gravel resounded against walls while traveling far downward. Had he not fallen on his face, he would have died.
His other hand clutched an object and more debris. That small, manganite-encrusted ornament was configured with leaves.
Given jewels’ rarity among his peers, he’d purchased his kingdom.
En route back to those friends, Theo passed much decaying vegetation. He would have liked to have pillowed himself against
that leaf mold, to have inhaled its damp sweetness, to have admired the mushrooms popping out of tree trunks and to have
contemplated the sniggering birds.
Those avians snuffled loudly enough at Theophilus to disturb a wild boar, which was playing hide and seek among the lush
rainforest’s ferns. Interrupted, that feral pig charged, determined to make Theophilus “it.”
Beholding the large swine, the lad yelped up a matapalo tree. As he reached hand over hand, the contents of his pockets
dripped out. Down, toward the large-headed porcine, drifted his cassette of Elton John’s “Candle in the Wind,” his unfinished
letter to Claudia Schiffer, and the bejeweled ring he just won from the woodland fissure.
The giant hog stopped to consider those treasures. He ate the letter, licked the tape, and somehow affixed the jewel to his
snout. When Theophilus threw figs at him, piggy merely trotted away, humming “Bennie and the Jets.”
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Fiction
Richard Luftig
Richard Luftig is a Midwester ner now living in Califor nia. He is a r ecipient of the Cincinnati Post-Corbett Foundation
Award for Literature and a semifinalist for the Emily Dickinson Society Award for Poetry. His stories have appeared in numerous magazines including Bloodroot, Front Porch Review, Broadkill Literary Review, and Pulse literary Magazine. He
was nominated for a 2012 Pushcart Prize.
Beyond the Rain Line
I don’t come by being a failure lightly. Four generations of my ancestors were colossal disappointments, although my father
did pretty well. But then I’ve heard that screwing up often skips a generation.
Which is how I’ve taken up this barstool as my second home, maybe my first if you don’t count sleeping off hangovers in a rented trailer in this crappy Iowa town. Einstein published his theory of relativity at thirty-seven. When Mozart died
at thirty-five, he had written forty-one symphonies. I’m thirty-six and hold the distinction of flunking out of three colleges—
mostly because I couldn’t find one with a major in boozing, two marriages, and God-knows how many jobs.

At least my ancestors came by their debacles honestly. They were farmers, that is if you consider chasing the rain line
through the Dakotas and Montana, farming. They were from Sweden and what they knew about farming you could have put
into a thimble. But they drooled over the advertisements that railroad agents took out in local newspapers to get immigrants
to populate the empty space that was the American frontier
Some farmer would be turning over black earth that morphed into gold. Only a fool would have believed those advertisements but my ancestors took the bait like a sturgeon coming out of hibernation. They moved west only to find that crops
don’t grow without water. Of course, they weren’t alone: lots of folks immigrated only to find drought, failed crops and bankruptcy.
By the 1930’s, there was nothing to guard against the constant wind that sliced away topsoil like a sieve. The Second
World War pulled the country out of bankruptcy but it was too late for my grandfather.
My father must have seen the writing on the wall because when he turned eighteen he left Montana and moved to Iowa. He worked days and went to college nights. Later, he built the most successful insurance agency in three counties.
I guess his successes made my failures even more galling. After my first drop-out, he stopped supporting me. By my
second stay in rehab, he quit communicating with me all together.
He died six months ago and, for the sake of family peace, my brothers asked me not to go to the funeral. I heard that
he cut me out of his will.
And now I’m downing shots and fingering this envelope from some lawyer, afraid to find out what else could happen
to make my life even more miserable.
I was so absorbed that I didn’t see Jed slip into the barstool next to me. Jed is the nearest thing I have to a friend in
this sorry-ass town. We drink together and take turns driving home when one of us says he has to throw up. It’s our idea of a
designated driver. People say that we look like the number sixteen when we’re together: I’m six-three and skinny as a rail—I
guess whisky is a great diet drink and beer washes away whatever calories are left—and he’s like five-six and passed the two
hundred pound mark like it was standing still.
said.

Jed ordered a Miller Lite. For him, it was an appetizer before the main whiskey course. “What’s with the package,” he
“Beats me,” I said.
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“So who’s it from?”
“Some lawyer in Dodge city,” I said. “That’s where I grew up.”
Jed thought for a moment. “Know what I’d do?”
I shook my head. “No, tell me. You’re so harebrained that I’ve learned that whatever you suggest I should do the opposite.”
“Well, I’d send it back return to sender. For all you know it’s a summons for child support. You leave any, shall we
say, deposits when you were growing up?”
I considered the possibility but rejected the idea. I hadn’t been back since high school. Any kid I had would probably
be getting ready for college. That being if he was smarter than his old man.
I shook my head. “That’s not what this is.”
“Well, I’d still send it back.”
Like I said, anything Jed suggests I do the opposite. I ripped open the envelope and shook it out.
A silver key clinked onto the bar along with a folded piece of stationary.
“Jesus,” Jed whispered. “What the hell is that?”
“It looks like a key to a safe deposit box. God only knows what the paper contains”
“You going to read it?”
I downed my glass to embolden my courage and unfolded the stationary. The letterhead was the same as the return
address on the envelope.
I was your father’s attorney in Dodge City. He requested in his will that you be given this key. It is for Box 516 of the
Hall County Farmer’s Bank of Liberty, Montana.
Jed let out a low whistle. “Where the hell is Liberty, Montana?”
“I don’t remember giving you permission to read over my shoulder,” I said.
Jed grinned. “Friends share. So where is this place?”
I rummaged through my memory. “Central part of the state.”
“What’s it near?”
“Nowhere and nowhere. It’s where my father grew up. Where my grandparents used to farm. But they sold the place
decades ago.”
“So why send you the key? What does it mean?”
I studied the note like it was the Holy Grail.
“It means I’m taking a road trip to Montana.”
********
I woke up on the air mattress that functions as my bed. The sun was streaming through the curtainless window so I knew it
was morning. I didn’t remember anything about how I got home but that was my usual state of affairs. If my truck wasn’t out
front, then Jed had driven. More likely, I had risked another DUI.

My head was throbbing with each beat of my heart. With one hand shading my eyes, I fished around for my keys. I
felt something stiff and brought it up to my line of sight.
An envelope. Everything about last night—the bank key, the stationary, the mysterious note all flooded back into
memory. I remembered that I had decided to leave for Montana. Jed said he’d go with me. We had laughed over what we’d
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do with the million dollars we’d find in the safe deposit box, and how we’d be set up with beer money for the rest of our
lives.
But, in the cold light of day it didn’t seem like a good idea. For one thing, there was the little problem of traveling expenses. Iowa to Montana was over twelve-hundred miles. Three nights, two- hundred dollars, even if we stayed in Fleabag
Inns. Plus, food and gas. What would happen if my truck broke down? The thing was fifteen years old with 180,000 miles on
the odometer. Once you got out of Iowa, the map was a big empty. You breakdown, you could be stuck for a long time.
I stared at the water stain in the ceiling made from the leak in the roof. Then I remembered the box of photographs. I
hadn’t thought of them since he died. I started around the mess, trying to remember where I had seen them last, but months of
alcohol-induced fog didn’t help.
Finally, I found them in a box stuffed with old, unpaid bills, dead batteries and dry pens.
I’m twelve. We’re on a fishing trip in Michigan. Just the two of us. My brothers had bowed out for some reason. They
were older. Maybe they had girlfriends or were just embarrassed by the Old Man. I was just happy to have my father to myself.
We spent three days in a cabin and caught exactly two fish, both by me. My dad made a big deal of it and I was
proud. He said that given all the expenses, the two fish probably cost five-hundred dollars apiece. Then the punchline: he
was grateful that we hadn’t caught four.
Years before my screw-ups, before we drifted into parallel worlds of estrangement. A lifetime.
All I had left of him was in a safe deposit box in Liberty, Montana.

Fuck the money, I needed to learn what he wanted me to know.
********
Jed backed out at the last minute. He always did. But that was okay. After looking at the photographs, I was just as happy to
make the trip alone.
If you’ve never driven through Iowa and North Dakota, you might be surprised. For most folks, the two states run together. Even the AAA guidebook has them in the same edition.
But the two couldn’t be more different. Iowa is rolling hills. North Dakota, once you cross the Missouri River near
Bismarck, flats out. Iowa is corn and hogs, North Dakota, wheat and cattle.
In Iowa, towns are bunched together like beads on a rosary, so you’re never far from a diner, motel or garage. North
Dakota has a town here and there, but mostly empty land.
Mile after mind-numbing mile, my mood gradually shifted from lonely to sad to suicidal. By five-hundred miles, I
knew it was real. At seven-hundred, I could taste it.
By the time I crossed into Montana on the third day, the broken yellow line of the road was permanently etched into
my brain, and I was talking to the A.M. radio. So when I saw a sign for Lisa’s Diner in Hazleton, I decided to pull in for
some emergency coffee.
I figured the diner would be near empty, but I was wrong. The sign announcing Hazelton said the population was 137,
and I think they were all at Lisa’s. Every swivel seat at the counter, every table, was filled.
I’m from the east where we stand patiently by the Please W ait to be Seated sign, but nobody was paying me any attention. Finally a waitress somewhere between the ages of forty-five and one-hundred, carrying a full pot of coffee in each
hand so heavy that her biceps bulged like that old poster of Rosy the Riveter, pointed with the carafe of decaf toward the back
of the place.
“No seat in front,” she said. “Check the Liar’s Table in back. Might be an empty seat there. They’re always looking
for fresh blood.”
I found my way to the largest table in the place; room for ten. All the seats were taken by old—no, let me be more
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exact—ancient guys. I bet there wasn’t anyone sitting there younger than eighty. There were walkers, canes, even a wheelchair, strewn about. They seemed to all know each other; three were playing a card game, two others providing a running
commentary. The others were engaged in conversation.
I slipped into the one vacant chair. They all treated me as if I was invisible.
All except for one. If the other men were old then this guy was Methuselah. He wasn’t exactly unkempt—he just
seemed to not care a whole lot. He was almost completely bald and what little white hair he had seemed to be poking out at
odd angles. He had a tanned face that young guys in California work hours to get but ranchers come by naturally. I guess
what really struck me though was that he had more hair on his eyebrows than on his head.
He moved his cane off of the back of the vacant chair. “Don’t mind these guys. They forgot their manners back in the
fourth grade.”
He held out a liver-spotted hand. “Name’s Jacob Hollander. Who do I have the pleasure of conversing with?”
“Robert,” I said.
He paused as if waiting for my last name. When none was forthcoming, he shrugged and shook my hand.
“Good to meet you.” He seemed to study my face. “We don’t get many strangers here. You coming or going?”
I contemplated what I wanted to say. “Going,” I said. “Headed to Liberty.”
He seemed surprised. “I got family out there. Haven’t seen them in years though.”
I remembered that Liberty had something like sixty people. I wondered if he was senile or just full of crap.
“Really?” I said. “You’d think the chances of me randomly meeting someone who knew folks from the middle of nowhere would be slim.”
He took a drink of his coffee. “Son, this is Montana. Our towns usually have more cattle than people. You mention a
town and people are either from there or know someone who is.”
Our orders came, and we ate mostly in silence; me, a hamburger, Jacob some kind of open-faced sandwich on Texas
Toast with a pound of fries all under melted Velveeta. I didn’t know how the guy had any open arteries if this was his regular
bill of fare.
He finished off his lunch. “Hey, I have an idea. How about giving me a ride there? I could use a change of scenery.”
A bomb going off wouldn’t have surprised me more. “A ride? Christ, I don’t know.”
I could see he was gaining momentum. “Yeah, it would be great. You could take me to visit my older sister. I haven’t
seen her since the state revoked my driver’s license.”
This guy was older than dirt and now he was claiming he had an older sister?
“How old are you?” I asked.
“Eighty-seven.”
“And how old is this older sister of yours?”
“Ninety-three. She lives by herself since my brother-in-law died. You want me to fix you up with her?”
Now I understood why they called this the Liar’s Table. “Older sister, my ass. I might be naïve but I’m not stupid.”
He smiled like a fisherman who had just landed the biggest catch of the day. “Only one way to find out. Drive me and
see for yourself.”
I don’t know what kind of fairy dust this guy was spreading, but ten minutes later I had paid for both of our lunches
and we were heading off to visit his sister.
********
I guess I was more starved for company than I thought because I told Jacob my whole story; about my father, his death, the
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safe deposit key and the cryptic message. I don’t know why, maybe it was because I’d probably never see this guy again, but
it felt good unburdening it all. He didn’t say much but nodded a lot.
After a while, we lapsed into silence, mesmerized by the constant onslaught of the never changing horizon. There
were few towns to break up the monotony. Nothing but wind-blown sand that came through the closed air vents of the truck
and settled in my teeth.
Jacob shocked me back into awareness by pointing to a narrow road. “Take that,” he said, with excitement. “We need
to make a stop.”

I had already seen a lot more of Montana than I wanted. “Only stop we’re making is to see your sister,” I said. “She
live up this road?”
“Maybe,” he said, obviously enjoying the mystery.
We came to a building that read: Beer, Gas, Pizza, Historical Museum all on one of those electric signs you see back
east on a Seven-Eleven.
“Stop here,” he said.
I shook my head. “We don’t need any gas. Why do we need to stop?”
Jacob reached for his cane. “Well, for one thing my sister lives here.”
I looked at him. “Your ninety-three-year-old sister lives in a Quickie Mart?”

to see.”

“Not in the store, stupid,” he said. “She has an apartment in back. Besides, I wanted to show you something you need
We walked inside. A bell rung when we entered to tell the clerk that she had customers but the store was empty.
“Anybody home? Helen, you back there?”

From a back room, I heard a slow, rhythmic clicking. A woman using an aluminum walker emerged from a room behind the main counter. She was short and thin with white hair done up in a bun and glasses that hung from a chain.
“Jacob, what the hell you doing here? Be nice to let a body know when you’re coming for a visit. You always were a
pain in the ass.”
Then she saw me. “Oh, we have company. Be nice to warn me so I could watch my language.”
Jacob smiled. “Not company. A customer. Helen, this is my new best friend, Robert. He was nice enough to drive me
here. Robert, this is my sister, Helen.”

She extended her hand. I was afraid of grasping it too tightly in case her fragile bones might break, but her grip was
strong and firm.
Jacob took me by the elbow. “I wanted to show Robert something in the museum. That okay with you?”
Helen nodded. “Suit yourself. You’d be the first customer this week. I’ll even give Robert the same discount I give
everybody who wanders in here by mistake. Admission is free.
“Thank you,” I said. “But how do you make any money on that?”
She laughed. “I’m hoping you’ll buy a postcard and a Dr. Pepper. Who knows, maybe I can get you to spring for a
package of our gourmet beef jerky.”
Jacob hobbled toward the museum that was off to the side of the store, and I reluctantly followed. Once inside, it was
like entering another universe: silent, stodgy, like leaving color and entering a black and white world. The place dusty but
clean. Dust from hardly ever being used.
We passed display cases filled with memorabilia from the county’s history: high school pennants, old clothing, farm
tools, all jumbled together in no particular chronological or logical order. It was as if everyone in the county had cleaned out
their attic and given their stuff to Helen to keep watch over.
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Jacob kept moving like he knew what he was looking for. For my part, I was somewhere between bored and angry.
“Jacob, I really don’t have time for this. You wanted go to your sister’s and I lived up to my part. I didn’t bargain for
a tour of everyone’s junk.”
“Ten minutes,” he said. “Besides, it’s not like you have a plane to catch. I guarantee you Liberty will still be standing
when you get there.”
We stopped at the last display case in the back. “Here,” he announced.
He reached behind and took out a yellowed photograph dated 1905. A family. The man, perhaps in his forties, posing
in a suit. His wife, maybe thirty but looking twenty years older. Seated in front of a mud-plank home with a door with one
tiny window. The roof made of grass.
Scattered in front of them, three raggedly children, the oldest no more than eight. None of them smiling. The children
sickly, the wife wan. A still life of hardship.
“These are your great-great grandparents,” he said.
Now I knew he was lying. “You’re claiming to know my ancestors? You really are full of shit.”
Jacob held up his hand. “I didn’t say I knew them.”
“You certainly did.”
He shook his head. “These are the Great Plains grandparents of everyone from Montana. Every German or Swede
who pioneered and staked a claim. These are the people you come from.
“Take a good look,” he said. “What you see in their eyes?
I studied the faded picture. They looked so grim, so tired.
“Sadness?”
Jacob shook his head. “Fear.”
“Of what?”
“Of water. Or more precisely, the lack of it.”
He fingered the top of the photograph, the part that held the sky. “How many inches of rain a year does it take to sustain crops?”
“I don’t know,” I said.

“Twelve. Now guess what the average rainfall is out here.
Again I didn’t know.
“Eleven,” he said. “These people were the greatest gamblers alive. They bet on the rain line. In Iowa, the bet didn’t
matter. They always had enough. In the Dakotas, it was close. When they hit Montana, the odds, always razor thin, did them
in. Out here, it always does.
“These people knew how to make good with less. You do that when you don’t know if you’ll survive. You don’t dare
waste a single thing.”
He touched my elbow. “Maybe that was the problem between you and your father. He had Montana in his blood. He
knew he had to make every little bit count.
nuts.”
ghosts.

“You’re the first generation that didn’t. You live like something will always show up. Maybe it plain drove him
I looked again at the picture, trying to see a hint of myself in their faces, but what stared back at me were unfamiliar
********
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I deposited Jacob with his sister and said my goodbyes. I bought picture postcards I’d never send, a box of beef jerky which I
shoved in my glove compartment, and headed toward Liberty.
I couldn’t get the faces of the people in the photograph out of my mind. I tried to imagine my ancestors traveling west,
the trees growing smaller and frailer and farther apart until all that was left was oceans of prairie grass threatening to catch
fire with the first stroke of lightening. I wondered if they knew that the land was transforming under their feet from loam to
clay that would slough off what little topsoil there was in the first real draught.
After a while, they had to know that they were destined to fail, that the rain line was going to win. But they kept trying anyway, fighting off disaster year after year. My father had been the last of that stock. He had managed to weave success
out of failure.
And me? I was the first generation who had had it all and who pissed it away like cheap beer.
I pulled into Liberty. The town was no different than the hundred others I had passed through: deserted, empty sidewalks, swirling sand. A bar, a second- hand store, a bank. What used to be the post office was boarded up.
I walked into the bank a half-hour before closing. There were more tellers in the place than customers.
I showed the teller my key, and she had me wait while she got the manager. I wondered if this was standard procedure
or if they thought I was some sort of terrorist keeping live grenades in the deposit box.
Finally after checking my ID and signature twice, he took out the box and handed it to me. I noticed that he didn’t ask
if I wanted to go into a private viewing room.
I flipped open the metal latch. Maybe I was hoping to see a wad of thousand dollar bills. If so, I was disappointed. All
it contained was two pieces of paper.
I unfolded the larger sheet. It was a land plat and deed that described thirty acres of land north of town.
I stared at the deed. What the hell was this?
Then I remembered the second sheet. It had the same letterhead of the same lawyer that had sent me the key in Iowa.
Written in longhand was: Y our father wanted you to have this. It is title to what’s left of his father’s farm.
I didn’t know what I felt, but it wasn’t happiness.
********
When I woke up, I was inside my truck, my head propped against the door window. Empty beer cans were scattered at my
feet. My head ached and my neck was stiff.
Then it all came back: Montana, my father, the land. I had been so confused over the deposit box that I did what I always did in these situations. I got blitzed.
I didn’t know what to do: go home or drive out and see my inheritance. The only thing I knew was that I desperately
needed four aspirins and coffee.
********
I pulled my truck onto the shoulder of the gravel road and began the long walk up the drive. I remembered reading somewhere that in rural Montana, folks didn’t think kindly of strangers pulling up to their house. They had a tendency to greet
people with a shotgun. I didn’t need some crazed guy as the defendant in my murder trial.
I walked to a house sitting on my newfound property. Except it was more like a tumbledown shack then a mansion:
tarpaper peeking out from broken, slate-colored shingles with the door and windows all out of plumb. It had a front porch
that even the termites and skunks had condemned and left for better lodgings.
A guy leaned against a porch as if he was holding up the place. He looked about my age, but it was hard to tell behind
his full beard. He wore a plaid shirt, jeans and boots.
I wondered if he was the caretaker or maybe just a squatter, but I took it as a good omen that he wasn’t toting a rifle.
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“You’re the owner,” he said. It wasn’t a question.
I wondered if the guy was clairvoyant.
“Yeah,” I said. “How’d you know?”
“I was expecting you. The bank manager called. Said you’d probably be up here today.”
“So much for client confidentiality.”
He smiled. “Hey, at least he closed his office door before he made the call.”

He held out his hand. “Dave Gullickson. I rent the place.”
My second major surprise. Not only was I a landholder, I was a slumlord.
“Rent?” I stammered. “I had no idea.”
He opened the screen door. “Maybe we should go inside. I have a pot of coffee going.”
I followed him into the house. Shock number three. If I expected the inside to be as shabby as the exterior, I couldn’t
have been more wrong. The place was as neat as the proverbial pin, old maybe, with furniture, what there was of it, nicked
and worn by years of wear, but the place was clean, well maintained and looked organized.
We went into the kitchen and sat down at one of those Formica tables that my parents must have had in the 1960’s.
The drip coffee pot was half-full. I wondered if Dave kept a pot going all day.
He poured mugs for both of us. It was jet black and looked almost solid. I noticed there was no milk.
I took a sip. It was bitter, acidic on the tongue. “Jesus. This stuff is strong.”
He laughed. “In Montana we use it to lubricate machinery.”
I had to ask him. “You been paying rent all these years?”
He seemed offended. “Out here, we don’t use what isn’t ours. I’ve been paying my rent the first of the month for ten
years just like clockwork.”
“To who?”
“Some lawyer in Iowa. What he does with it I haven’t a clue.”
He seemed to be studying me. “So, you going to sell the land?”

I shrugged. “I don’t know. I’m not good at long-term plans. Didn’t even know I owned the place until yesterday.”
He nodded. “Wouldn’t blame you if you sold it. Folks from the West Coast have been buying up land in Montana like
nobody’s business. What we call desolate they call summer homes.”
I looked around. “So what do you do? I mean for a living.”
“Work full-time for a cable company, installing lines. Nights and weekends, I farm this land. Vegetables and potatoes.
Sell it at the Farmer’s Market out the end of my truck.”
I was surprised. “Didn’t knew crops grew here. Thought it was too dry.”
He considered the question. “Not if you know what you’re doing, work hard and have a bit of rain to help you out.”
“You make any money?”
He smiled. “Lose money on every crop but make up for it in volume.”
“Then why do it? Seems like a lost cause.”
He shook his head. “Guess you eastern guys wouldn’t understand. This land is a trust. You live on it, you have an obligation to work it, to treat it with respect. That’s what all of our ancestors did. It’s how we keep the connection.”
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There was a long pause. “So, I imagine you’ll want me out. I was hoping you’d give me sixty days to harvest my crop
and find a new place.”
I looked at the guy. He seemed so focused, centered, on this land, his life. I liked and disliked him at the same time
and didn’t know why.
Then it hit me. He was like the man in the old photograph that Jacob had shown me in the museum. He was a good
farmer, a good worker, probably a good son. He was me without the fuck-ups.
“You have a dollar?” I said.

He seemed thrown by the question. “What?”
“A dollar,” I repeated.
He fished around in his jeans pocket and took out a bunch of change. “This should be about a buck’s worth. Why?”
I took a pen from the far edge of the table along with an empty, ripped open envelope.
I, Robert Lockbridge, legal owner of this property as described by the enclosed plat in Liberty, Montana, do legally
sell the land to David Gullickson for the purchase price of one-dollar and hereby relinquish any future claims to the property.
I signed and dated it. “You get your lawyer to draw up the papers, I’ll sign them and the place is yours.”
He stared at the envelope like it had come from a spaceship. “But why? This property is worth a lot.”
“It was to my ancestors who farmed it,” I said. “It was to my father who left it to me. And it clearly is to you. Just
think of it as my repaying a debt.”
I finished my coffee, shook his hand and walked down the long drive to my truck. For the first time I was sure of what
I wanted to do. I’d go back into Liberty, gas up and get some supplies. Then I’d head east, back through the Dakotas, into
Iowa, to Dodge City.
I’d visit my father’s grave, make things right with my mother, try again with my brothers
If I was lucky, I’d hit a ton of rain.
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“We imagine
night here
or death/ecstasy/quietude
as a landscape
of minute lights beyond the dark ledge
on which we stand,
green light, gold light, white,
the outlines of hills and inlets which comprise
the stillwater bay,
thin stars overhead in the mind,
as they are in the sky,
advancing towards morning.
And our hearts are also hung.
We are the witnesses,
our view, a salt of light on darkness,
a reef of human tears.”
(from W estern A utumn)
His poems, like the story of his life, deserve to be read, cherished, and learned
from. They deserve more than any other poet I can think of, to be revived and rescued from the clutches obscurity.
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